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Abstract

to find the answer, it can also help to find the true
answer in a given set of candidate answers.
One of the main issues of classification modeling is the improvement of classification accuracy.
For that purpose, many researchers have recently
placed considerable attention to the task of classifier combination methods. The idea is not to
rely on a single decision making scheme. Instead,
many single classifiers are used for decision making by combining their individual opinions to arrive at a consensus decision.

This paper demonstrates that combination
of multiple models achieves better classification performance than that obtained
by existing individual models for question classification task in Bengali. We
have exploited state of the art multiple
model combination techniques, i.e., ensemble, stacking and voting on lexical,
syntactical and semantic features of Bengali question for the question classification
task. Bagging and boosting have been experimented as ensemble techniques. Naı̈ve
Bayes, kernel Naı̈ve Bayes, Rule Induction and Decision Tree classifiers have
been used as base learners. The experimental results show that classifier combination models outperform existing single model approaches. Overall voting
approach has achieved maximum classification accuracy of 91.65% and outperformed the existing single model approaches (maximum accuracy of 87.63%).
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Related Work and Motivations

A lot of researches on QC, question taxonomies,
and question features are being published continuously. There are basically two different approaches used to classify questions- one is rule
based (Hull, 1999; Prager et al., 1999) and another
is machine learning based (Zhang et al., 2003;
Li and Roth, 2004). However, a number of researchers have also used some hybrid approaches
which combine rule-based and machine learning
based approaches (Huang et al., 2008; Silva et al.,
2011).
Many researchers have investigated the technique of combining the predictions of multiple
classifiers to produce a single classifier (Breiman,
1996; Clemen, 1989; Perrone, 1993; Wolpert,
1992). The resulting classifier is generally more
accurate than any of the individual classifiers making up the ensemble. Both theoretical (Hansen
and Salamon, 1990; Krogh and Vedelsby , 1995)
and empirical (Hashem, 1997; Opitz and Shavlik, 1996a, 1996b) researches have been carried
out successfully. Last decade a group of researchers focused on classifier combination methods in question classification task. LI et al. (2005)
trained four SVM classifiers based on four different types of features and combined them with
various strategies. Later LI et al. (2006) performed similar type of experiments and achieved

Introduction

Although different types of question answering
systems (QA) have different architectures, most of
them follow a framework in which question classification (QC) plays an important role (Voorhees,
2001) and QC has significant influence on the
overall performance of a QA system (Ittycheriah
et al., 2001; Hovy et al., 2001; Moldovan et al.,
2003). The task of a question classifier is to assign
one or more class labels, depending on classification strategy, to a given question written in natural
language.
Basically there are two main motivations for
question classification: locating the answer and
choosing the search strategy. Knowing the question class not only reduces the search space needed
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Two popular methods for creating accurate ensembles are bagging (Breiman, 1996) and boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1996; Schapire, 1990).
We have used Rapid Miner1 tool in the experiments of this work.

improved accuracy on TREC dataset. (Jia et al.,
2007; Su et al., 2009) proposed ensemble learning
for Chinese question classification.
Recently, (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012)
have worked on Bengali QC task and achieved
87.63% accuracy using single classifier approach.
So far, classifier combination methods have not
been used by any researcher in Bengali question
classification task. So, we employ the use of classifier combination methods to improve question
classification accuracy.
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This section describes our empirical study of ensemble, stacking and voting approaches. Each of
these three approaches has been tested with Naı̈ve
Bayes (NB), Kernel Naı̈ve Bayes (k-NB), Rule Induction (RI) and Decision Tree (DT). The previous work (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012)
on Bengali question classification task used these
four classifiers. So in this work, we have used
those classifiers to establish the effect of combining models.

Question Type Taxonomies

The present work follows the QC taxonomies proposed by (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012) for
two reasons. First, that is the only standard taxonomy that exists in Bengali QC so far. Secondly, the
results of the present work can be compared with
the work of (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012)
to establish the improvement in accuracy.

4

6.1

Dataset

The present research work adopts the same corpus used by (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012).
The corpus consists of 1100 Bengali questions of
different domains, e.g., education, geography, history, science etc. We have used 770 questions
(70%) for training and rest 330 questions (30%)
to test the classification models.

Features

In the task of question classification, there is always an important problem to decide the optimal
set of features to train the classifiers. Different
studies have extracted various features with different approaches. The features in question classification task can be categorized into three different
types: lexical, syntactical and semantic features
(Loni, 2011).
Loni et al. (2011) also represented a question
in the QC task similar to document representation
in vector space model, i.e., a question is a vector
which is described by the words inside it. Therefore a question Q can be represented as:
Q = (W1 , W2 , W3 , ..., WN −1 , WN )
Where, WK = frequency of term K in question Q,
and N = total number of Terms
We have also used three types of features for
QC. We use the same features previously used by
(Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012).
Lexical features (fLex ): wh-word, wh-word positions, wh-type, question length, end marker, word
shape.
Syntactical features (fSyn ): POS tags, head word.
Semantic features (fSem ): related words, named
entity.

5

Experiments

6.2

Results

In total thirteen different experiments have been
performed. Four different experiments have been
performed for each bagging and boosting. So,
altogether eight different experiments have been
performed for the ensemble approach. Four different experiments have been performed for stacking. But for voting, a single experiment has been
performed. Actually, each experiment can be
thought of as three experiments, because a classifier model has been tested on fLex , fSyn + fSem
and fLex + fSyn + fSem features separately. The
outcome of the experiments have been tabulated
and described in the next sub-sections.
In our study, classification accuracy has been
used to evaluate the results of the experiments. accuracy is the widely used evaluation metric to determine the class discrimination ability of classifiers, and is calculated using the following equation:

Combined Model Learning for QC

accuracy(%) =

There are three approaches of classifier combination: 1) Ensemble, 2) Stacking and 3) Voting.
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TP +TN
P +N

where, TP = true positive samples; TN = true negative samples; P = positive samples; N = negative
samples.

6.2.2

Like bagging, AdaBoost.M1 has also been applied
separately to the four classifiers (i.e., NB, k-NB,
RI and DT). Table-2 tabulates the detailed information of the accuracy obtained.
Here, we empirically fix the iterations of AdaBoost.M1 for four classifiers to 12, 16, 10 and 8
respectively for features=fLex + fSyn + fSem , because the weight of 1/βt is less than 1 after those
values. If 1/βt is less than 1, then the weight of
classifier model in boosting may be less than zero
for that iteration.

It is a primary metric in evaluating classifier performances and it is defined as the percentage of
test samples that are correctly classified by the algorithm.
6.2.1

Results based on Bagging

Bagging approach has been applied separately to
four classifiers (i.e., NB, k-NB, RI and DT) and
Table-1 tabulates the detailed information of the
accuracy obtained.
BL
NB
k-NB
RI
DT

fLex
81.53%
82.09%
83.96%
85.23%

Results based on AdaBoost.M1

fLex
81.74%
83.97%
83.55%
85.21%

BL
NB
k-NB
RI
DT

fLex +fSyn fLex +fSyn +fSem
82.77%
83.25%
83.37%
84.22%
85.61%
86.90%
86.41%
91.27%

fLex +fSyn fLex +fSyn +fSem
82.71%
83.51%
85.63%
86.87%
85.59%
86.27%
86.58%
91.13%

Table 2: Experimental results of AdaBoost.M1.
Similarly, for features=fLex + fSyn and
features=fLex the iterations are 13, 18, 12, 9 and
14, 19, 14, 11 respectively for four classifiers correspondingly. The experiment results show that
the performance of k-NB classifier has been improved over RI. But, overall DT performs better
than all.

Table 1: Experimental results of Bagging.
Initially the size (number of iteration) of the
base learner is set to 2. Then experiments have
been performed with gradually increased size
(size>2). The classification accuracy has been
increased with increase in size. But after a certain size, the accuracy has been almost stable.
At size=2 and feature=fLex + fSyn + fSem , the
NB classifier achieves 82.23% accuracy and at
size>= 9, it becomes stable with 83.25% accuracy. At size=2 and feature=fLex + fSyn + fSem ,
the k-NB classifier achieves 83.87% accuracy and
at size>=15, it becomes stable with 84.22% accuracy. At size=2 and feature=fLex + fSyn + fSem ,
the RI classifier achieves 85.97% accuracy and at
size>=8, it becomes stable with 86.90% accuracy. At size=2 and feature=fLex + fSyn + fSem ,
the DT classifier achieves 88.09% accuracy and
at size>=7, it becomes stable with 91.27% accuracy. It has been observed from the experiments
that at each case Bagging with DT requires less
size, i.e., less iteration then the other used classifiers. For experiment with fLex features, the bagging size of NB, k-NB, RI and DT are 12, 19, 11
and 10 respectively after which classification accuracy becomes stable. And For experiment with
fLex + fSyn features, the bagging size of NB, kNB, RI and DT are 10, 17, 9 and 8 respectively after which classification accuracy becomes stable.

6.2.3

Results based on Stacking

In stacking, out of four classifiers three classifiers have been used as the base learner (BL) and
the remaining classifier has been used as model
learner (ML). So, four experiments have been
conducted separately where each classifier get a
chance to be the model learner. Table-3 shows the
detailed information of the accuracy obtained.
BL

ML

k-NB,RI,DT NB

fLex fLex +fSyn fLex +fSyn +fSem
81.76%

82.79%

NB, RI, DT k-NB 83.86%

85.54%

83.64%
86.75%

NB,k-NB,DT RI

85.55%

87.69%

91.32%

NB,k-NB,RI DT

85.07%

86.73%

89.13%

Table 3: Experimental results of Stacking.
In the first experiment, three classifiers k-NB,
RI and DT have been selected as the base learners
and the NB classifier has been selected as the
model learner. Similarly, four experiments have
been done selecting k-NB, RI and DT as model
learner respectively. Experimental results show
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that with RI as the model learner and NB, k-NB,
DT as the base learners, the classifier achieves
best classification accuracy.
6.2.4

all the classifiers have been notably increased and
on fLex ,fLex + fSyn and fLex + fSyn + fSem features the classification accuracy have increased by
1.02%, 0.89% and 3.50%. Stacking approach notably increases the accuracy on fLex + fSyn features than bagging and boosting approaches. The
classification accuracy on fLex ,fLex + fSyn and
fLex + fSyn + fSem features have been increased
by 1.36%, 2.74% and 0.69% respectively. Voting
approach not only increases the classification accuracy but also hits the maximum accuracy on all
features than other combined approaches. Voting
approach increases the classification accuracy on
fLex ,fLex + fSyn and fLex + fSyn + fSem features by 2.40%, 2.40% and 4.02% respectively.
So, overall voting approach with majority voting has performed best among all four classifiers
combination approaches namely bagging, boosting, stacking and voting. Experimental results
show that classifiers combination approaches outperform the previous single classifier classification
approach by (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012)
for Bengali question classification.
The main future direction of our research is to
exploit other lexical, semantic and syntactic features for Bengali question classification. In future
an investigation can be performed on including
new Bengali interrogatives using a large corpus. It
is also worth investigating fine-grained classes for
Bengali questions. In the current work, we have
only investigated the Bengali questions. But, this
work can be applied to other languages having low
resources.

Results Based on Voting

In voting, four classifiers altogether have been
used as the base learners and majority vote has
been used as voting approach. Table 4 tabulates
the detailed information of the accuracy obtained.
BL
fLex fLex +fSyn fLex +fSyn +fSem
NB, RI, 86.59% 88.43%
91.65%
k-NB,DT
Table 4: Experimental results of Voting.

7

Conclusions and Perspectives

The automated Bengali question classification system by (Banerjee and Bandyopadhyay, 2012) is
based on four classifiers namely Naı̈ve Bayes,
Kernel Naı̈ve Bayes, Rule Induction and Decision
Tree. Table-5 tabulates the detailed information of
the accuracy obtained.
BL
NB
k-NB
RI
DT

fLex
80.65%
81.09%
83.31%
84.19%

fLex +fSyn fLex +fSyn +fSem
81.34%
81.89%
82.37%
83.21%
84.23%
85.57%
85.69%
87.63%

Table 5: Experimental results of (Banerjee and
Bandyopadhyay, 2012)
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